
POLS 329 A
Comparative African Politics

Classes 23 and 24: 
Recent trends in African politics



Plan for this week

• Regime persistence and change in Africa in the early 21st
century



Africa three decades after 
the wave of democratization



Africa three decades after 
the wave of democratization
•Democracies: 
• 5% consolidating
• 34% defective
• 11% highly defective

•Autocracies:
• 36% hardline
• 14% moderate



What explains ‘Africa’s waning 
democratic commitment’?



Democratization 
and democratic consolidation
• Richard Sandbrook: 
• “Africa’s hostile conditions encumber not 

so much transitions to democracy as the 
consolidation of enduring democracies.”



What are Africa’s ‘hostile conditions’?



Quality of democracy

• Economic weakness
• State weakness
•Civil society weakness
•Neopatrimonialism
• Politics of ethnicity
•Conflict
•Dominant party systems
• Factionalism



Democratic backsliding and hybrid 
regimes
• Elections as a tactic to increase legitimacy



What are the causes of 
backsliding?



Causes of backsliding

•Quality of democracy
• International system:
• African Union:
• Sanctions against military takeovers
• Acceptance of non-free and fair elections

• ‘Autocrats’ toolkit’
•Attractiveness of (developmental) authoritarianism



‘Autocrats’ toolkit’

• Electoral fraud
• Cooptation of opposition
• Intimidation
•Manipulation of electoral 

boundaries
• Electoral access 

restrictions
• Opposition fragmentation through decentralization and 

ostensible protection of minority language rights
• Albaugh, Ericka A. 2011. “An Autocrat’s Toolkit: Adaptation and Manipulation in ‘democratic’ Cameroon.” Democratization 18 (2): 388–414. 



‘Autocrats’ toolkit’

• Skewed playing field: access 
to funding, media, judiciary, 
electoral authorities
• Press manipulation
• Opposition as stooges of 

foreign interests
• Limited concessions
• Control over NGOs and 

internet
• Removal of term limits



Developmental authoritarianism

• (Apparent)
developmental
success of 
consolidated
authoritarian
regimes in 
Ethiopia and
Rwanda



Some recent events: Ethiopia

https://africazilla.com/abiy-ahmed-disbanded-ethiopias-eprdf-will-his-bet-on-the-countrys-political-future-pay-off/



Some recent events: Kenya

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/01/world/africa/kenya-election-kenyatta-odinga.html



Some recent events: Benin

https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2019/05/benin-west-africa-model-democracy-fall/590377/



Next week

• Review class on Tuesday, April 28
• Last day to submit written work on Wednesday, April 29
• Final exam:
• Two parts:

• Essay, due at 7 pm on Sunday, May 3
• Short answers, 7-8 pm on Sunday, May 3


